
All of the data is gathered and displayed in real time. The connected PC based tablet gathers all the 
data into one central program for simple viewing and recording.  One single screen shows all your 
data: Temperature, Imaging, Audio Range, Distance, Light Levels and Visualized Object Scanning.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND DETAILED USAGE- Please follow our Xcam SLS page 
(www.digitaldowsing.com).  There you can take full advantage of new features and news about the 
Xcam SLS.  

For best results, use the Xcam SLS tablet exclusively for the Xcam SLS system. Installing additional 
software may cause conflicts!

If you have questions, know that we strive to answer all emails in 24 hours or less, Monday-Friday.

Best Regards,
Bill Chappell

Thank You for your purchase of the new Xcam SLS. We strongly recommend that you go to 
http://digitaldowsing.com/product/xcam-sls/ for complete instructions, continued support and up-
dates.

The Xcam SLS is a complex experimental device in paranormal detection.  It combines multiple 
methods of detection in a single contained device that is both hand held and mountable.   

What is Xcam SLS? 
SLS stands for ‘Structured Light Sensor.’ SLS is a scanning camera that will capture and understand the 
environment. This device is based around an advanced SLS as well as additional sensor inputs. 
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Installing additional programs can cause problems with your Xcam SLS and is not recommended.
We offer a One Year Limited Warranty on parts.

For complete instructions:
http://digitaldowsing.com/product/xcam-sls/
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Xcam SLS Quick Start Guide

 

Turning on your Xcam SLS
1. Turn on the tablet.    
2. Carefully, attach the Camera Cord to the Micro-

USB Connector on the tablet.
3. From the Start Menu, swipe down and access the 

desktop.  On the desktop click the Xcam SLS icon 
to start the program.

4. The program will to take 15 seconds or so to load.
You will see a black screen until then. 

Video Capture - tap once and wait for the countdown 
to turn video capture on. Everything within the green 
brackets will record even if you open another program 
on top. The Video files are stored on the tablet for easy 
retrieval. 

NOTE: You cannot watch video you have captured while 
SLS is running.

Capture Screen -tap to enable/disable screenshots. You 
can use the slider to adjust the interval.

Turning off your Xcam SLS
1. Turning off the tablet will turn off the Xcam SLS.
2. Do not put the tablet to sleep.  If you put the tab-

let to sleep, the camera will remain on.
3. Wait a few moments to be sure the red light on 

the bottom of the unit turns off.

For best results fully charge your Xcam SLS!

Installing the Hand Grip
The handle will screw in clockwise. 

For best results, tighten the hand grip with the grip 45 
degrees from final placement.  Once the hand grip is 
firmly attached, turning the hand grip 45 degrees to the 
center. This will firmly connect the hand grip without 
breaking the device.

Installing additional programs can cause problems with your Xcam SLS and is not recommended.
We offer a One Year Limited Warranty on parts.

Setting up the Xcam SLS
1. Charge your unit by carefully plugging in 

the enclosed charging cable into the Micro-
USB connector.

2. Turn on the tablet.
3. The tablet will require you to activate 

Windows, just like any store bought device.
4. After your unit is charged, disconnect the 

charging cable.  
5. Carefully connect the Camera Cable to the 

Micro-USB connector on the tablet.

Be Careful! The Mirco-USB is delicate. Be gentle with 
your Xcam SLS.

For complete instructions:
http://digitaldowsing.com/product/xcam-sls/
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